
[the cradle of sperm]

mark so

“Powerless against what has been done, he is an angry spectator of all that is past. The will cannot will backwards; and that he  
cannot break time and time's covetousness, that is the will's loneliest melancholy.” –Friedrich Nietzsche

[1 amplified reading performer

[using “The Cradle of Sperm” from Heliogabalus by Antonin Artaud (enlarged to 8.5”x11”, 38 pp), 22 transparencies

keep all pages of the Artaud text in sequence

select a number of transparency parts/pages from those available
the selected parts may be arranged in any sequence; all parts need not be used

freely distribute selected transparencies across the Artaud text
    superimpose the two layers squarely as possible, with the same text orientation between them

 placing no more than one transparency onto a given page

proceed once through the Artaud undertext
start by reading the undertext silently at a normal rate

[when reading of the undertext intersects with text on a transparency:

read aloud the word(s) on the transparency at the point of intersection
or, begin reading the undertext aloud at the intersection, until the next intersection

reading aloud in an intelligible speaking tone, then continuing to read the undertext silently

[if transparency text appears over white space:

      omit it, unless contiguous with transparency text that does intersect, observe it at that point

[if a contiguous 'fragment' of transparency text intersects the undertext in multiple places:

it may be broken, with different parts of the fragment spoken/observed at each intersection
or, it may be spoken/observed in its entirety at one of the points of intersection

taking care not to repeat the speaking/observance of any part of such a fragment
(in ambiguous cases, reader applies best judgment)

[proceed in this fashion until the full Artaud text is read
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